No Scrunchie's Good Afro Salon Awards

POPBANDS
Popbands are vibrant, fun and funky
hairbands that will make and any girl
sparkle and shine. Available in over 50
colours and designs, the on trend selection
includes girlie, charmed, beaded and
glittery styles with a vast choice of colours
to tame unruly tresses. The best part is
that your hair is kink free when you let it
loose again! Popbands are priced from £4
for individual decorated pieces, £6 for twin
packs including a hairband and a headband
and £6 for a five piece multipack.

Last year, the first ever 'Good Afro Salon Awards' were held at the Royal
Horseguards Hotel in London. Winners were chosen by the public by reviewing
their favourite salons on noscrunchie.com during November. Congratulations to
Zuizo hair and beauty and Hiikuss hair salon that won two awards each in chemical
straightening, colour, weave, cut and style categories respectively. Mahogany hair,
The Supreme Touch, Natural Gloe won the natural hair, mobile styling and braid
categories and a massive congratulations to Tiptop salon in Hanwell which won the
coveted good customer service award.

ELLE BY BEURER HAIR CARE RANGE
The ELLE by Beurer hair care range includes a wide variety of products designed
to keep your hair looking shiny, smooth and sultry. This collaboration between the
fashion magazine and Europe's No.1 Health and wellbeing brand has resulted in a
range of five hair care products to deal with your style at home, at work or on the go!
The range consists of a hairdryer (in regular and travel sizes), straighteners; hot air
/

styler and a multi hair styler.

MIZANI EDGE CONTROL
If pesky flyaways and frizz-prone hair
are your winter bugbears, then look
no further than the new Edge Taming
Gel by L'Oréal MIZANI. Designed to
control unruly edges,
this lightweight
gel will instantly
tame stray
strands and
flyaways for
sharp shapes,
tapered cuts
and highly
defined styles!

THE HAIR AWARDS
ARE BACK!
•

1

•

The wait is almost
over. The eagerly
anticipated results
are nearly in, with
hundreds of entries
over categories
including Afro hair care, salons and
stylists, our panels have picked the best
from the rest to choose the winners of the
Hair Awards 2014. Products were tested
by lucky readers, while Blackhair and
Hair magazine teams joined forces
to single out the top salons and hair
stylists around the UK. Look out for the
results soon!
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